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Abstract 
 
 
 
 
This work is a phenomenological exploration of overgeneral memory 
in depressed patients. It reviews the current philosophical literature on the 
first-person experience of depression, which has so far omitted the 
phenomenon of overgeneral memory. However, this phenomenon is well 
documented within psychology; and this essay will show that its symptomatic 
appearance in depression and subsequent disturbance of self- experience 
justifies attention to the phenomenon within the phenomenology of 
depression. Both the theory of embodiment and the extended mind thesis 
work extensively with the nature of memory in other conditions such as 
Alzheimer's and dementia. Thus, these philosophical approaches will be 
utilised in an analysis of overgeneral memory; this will enrich the philosophy 
of depression, memory and self and highlight the value of the concepts of 
embodiment and the extended mind. Moreover, this philosophical 
interrogation suggests a route toward therapeutic interventions to help 
patients suffering from overgeneral memory applying techniques from 
extended mind and cognition studies. 
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Introduction 
 
 
 
“And still it is not enough to have memories. One must be able to forget them 
when they are many, and one must have the great patience to wait until they come 
again. For it is not yet the memories themselves. Not until they have turned to 
blood within us, to glance, to gesture, nameless and no longer to be distinguished 
from ourselves - not until then can it happen that in a most rare hour the first word 
of a verse arises in their midst and goes forth from them”. 
 
- Rainer Maria Rilke 
 
 
 
Philosophy and psychology are two disciplines that share a history; with psychology emerging 
from philosophy and biology to include and further the empirical method, explicitly 
researching the philosophical theories of the nature of consciousness and the mind. Though the 
important distinction between the two disciplines is necessary, due to the complex issues in 
psychology becoming irreducible to philosophical ones, it is a mistake to regard the two as 
intrinsically separate or mutually exclusive. Instead, it is often argued that philosophical 
considerations can significantly affect psychology (Furedy, 1998) and the open dialogue can 
be observed throughout many topics, with clear overlap especially noted within philosophy of 
mind and phenomenology. 
Edmund Husserl founded the official school of phenomenology in the early twentieth century; 
however, the practice of phenomenology has been around for centuries in a variety of guises. 
It aims to study the structural features of conscious experience from a first-person point of 
view, revolving mainly around the intentionality of the experience as of or about another object. 
Phenomenology is a distinct discipline within philosophy, though it relates to several other 
disciplines such as ontology, logic, epistemology and philosophy of mind through its issues of 
intentionality, consciousness, qualia and first-person perspective. In particular, the 
phenomenology of psychopathologies is documented within philosophy, with detailed 
explorations of the qualia and first-hand experience often leading the discussion. 
Upon first glance, it is clear that in comparison to the phenomenological accounts of other 
psychopathologies such as schizophrenia, there is comparatively little research into the 
phenomenology of depression (Ratcliffe, 2015). It has been suggested that the reason for this 
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neglect is due to the “assumption that depression involves intensification or proliferation of 
commonplace feelings” (Ratcliffe, 2015, p. 1) meaning that the experience is often imagined 
merely as intense and prolonged emotions or moods such as sadness, hopelessness or guilt. The 
philosophical literature on depression that does exist shows that the documented first-hand 
experience is not limited to phenomenology and can often influence discussions of free will, 
the nature of empathy and intersubjectivity. 
Equally, memory plays an essential role within philosophy and has been an area of 
philosophical interest since antiquity. However, interest piqued in the late 1990s due to an 
interdisciplinary trend among philosophers working on memory, transforming older 
philosophical debates of metaphysics, representation and ethics of memory. This 
interdisciplinary trend led to joint research of memory meaning that “empirical and theoretical 
developments in psychology” (Michaelian and Sutton, 2018) influenced the direction of 
philosophy of memory. 
Early psychological research focused on detailing the function and nature of memory (Pillemer, 
1998; Rubin, 1996; Wheeler et al. 1997); various societal and social aspects within its initial 
development (Reese, 2002; Nelson and Fivush, 2004); the differing processes that underlie the 
encoding and retrieval of specific events (Castel and Craik, 2003; Hertel and Gerstle, 2003; 
Lancaster and Barsalou, 1997; Schacter and Slotnick, 2004; Tulving, 1983, 2002; Tulving et 
al., 1994); its vital role in comprehending and structuring one’s sense of self (Conway and 
Pleydell-Pearce, 2000; Fivush and Nelson, 2004; Prebble et al. 2013; Conway et al. 2004; 
Stanely et al., 2017). This research on memory is reflected within philosophical literature with 
a taxonomy developed in detail by Squire (2009) developing the three traditional accounts of 
recollective memory, propositional memory and habit memory into declarative and 
nondeclarative which are in turn divided. Though autobiographical memory is studied within 
philosophy, the literature tends to focus on its links to episodic memory (Soteriou, 2008; Mayes 
and Roberts, 2001), narrativity, identity and self (Conway, 2005; Strawson, 1997; Keven, 
2016), and various other kinds of memory such as Rilkean (Rowlands, 2017). This leaves 
questions of neurological damage (Burgess and Shallice, 1996; Conway and Fthenaki, 2000; 
Rugg and Wilding, 2000) and the effect of both trauma and depression on autobiographical 
memory (Dalgleish et al. 2007; Kuyken et al. 2009; Crane et al. 2007; Raes et al. 2006) only 
researched and discussed within psychology. 
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With regards to embodied and extended memory, the discussion tends to focus on the embodied 
effects of memory in accomplishing various cognitive tasks. Studies examine the role of 
embodied memory in reasoning and understanding (Hostetter and Alibali, 2008; Gallagher and 
Zahavi, 2012), its place in the recollection of specific events (Barsalou et al. 2003; Dijkstra et 
al. 2007) and its link to recovery from various psychopathologies (Caldwell and Koch, 2018; 
Fuchs and Schlimme, 2009). 
It is clear therefore that within all of this, there seems to be a distinct lack of discussion linking 
the psychological accounts of a disruption in memory - the observed phenomena of overgeneral 
memory - to philosophical documentations of the phenomenology of depression. It is of vital 
importance for this to be discussed to enhance further communication as with many areas of 
the two disciplines dialogues formed between them promote advances in research. Specifically, 
developments in the understanding of psychopathologies can assist the evolution of theories 
surrounding cognition, embodiment, memory and phenomenology. Thus, the purpose of this 
essay is to uncover overgeneral memory through the use of phenomenology and concepts of 
embodied and extended memory. In turn, this will enrich the philosophy of depression, memory 
and self as well as highlighting the value of embodied cognition and the extended mind thesis. 
Finally, this essay will attempt to suggest a route toward therapeutic interventions to help 
persons suffering from overgeneral memory through the application of techniques from 
extended mind and cognition studies. 
 
 
The phenomenology of depression 
 
 
 
Phenomenological insights are indispensable resources for the ongoing investigation of 
consciousness, self-consciousness and intersubjectivity - the subjects typically contained 
within the discipline of phenomenology - yet the insights are not limited to these. 
Phenomenology is concerned with attaining an “understanding and proper description of the 
experiential structure of our mental/embodied life” (Gallagher and Zahavi, 2012), and therefore 
can offer insights to a whole range of conscious experience, that otherwise seem to be 
inaccessible. This is the case with the phenomenology of depression as without first-hand 
accounts of the experience it is often assumed depression entails merely an intense or prolonged 
version of everyday emotions such as sadness, guilt or hopelessness. This section begins with 
an account of the etymology of depression and a brief discussion of the definition of major 
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depressive disorder, the official diagnosis of depression. It will then develop a detailed 
exploration of the documented experience of depressed persons, drawing on phenomenology, 
philosophy of mind and psychology. 
A brief account of the etymology of the term ‘depression’ outlines its origins in the Latin term 
verb deprimere, "to press down" and places its first documented use in the fourteenth century. 
However, accounts of a similar type of experience,1 which was previously referred to as 
melancholia can be found within many ancient Greek texts. One could argue that it has a more 
frequent use in today's society with the term often misused to represent a feeling of sadness, 
rather than a diagnosable psychopathology (‘I felt really depressed yesterday’). Due to this, an 
outline of the precise definition of depression is included here in an attempt to clarify the use 
of the term within this essay. 
Although the current (fifth) edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Methods Manual of Mental 
Disorders (DSM-V, 2013) differs in many aspects from its predecessors, the criteria for major 
depressive disorder remains the same. In summary, the criteria are divided into nine symptoms 
most of which are indicated either by subjective report or observation made by others, with the 
exception of one which is required to be observable by others. Five or more symptoms are 
required to have been present for two consecutive weeks to make an official diagnosis. In 
addition, at least one of the five present symptoms are required to be either (1) depressed mood 
most of the day, nearly every day, or (2) markedly diminished interest or pleasure in all or 
almost all activities most of the day nearly every day. 
The remaining criteria specify changes in weight, sleep, psychomotor activity (either agitation 
or retardation only observable by others) as well as a fatigue or loss of energy; feelings of 
worthlessness or inappropriate guilt; severely diminished ability to concentrate or think; and 
finally, recurrent suicidal ideation, either with or without a specific plan or attempt. The manual 
adds that these symptoms affect the depressed person’s ability to function socially or 
professionally. It further states that this diagnosis applies to persons not currently diagnosed 
with other psychopathologies such as schizophrenia or mania as well as the person exhibiting 
these criteria in response to significant loss (such as financial ruin, bereavement, or a severe 
physical or medical disability) where such symptoms would be deemed appropriate (DSM-V, 
2013; DSM-IV, 2000). 
 
 
1 For an exploration of theoretical implications of equating the melancholic states of past eras with 
today’s depression, see Radden (2003). 
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It is important to note that other than criteria of this nature the DSM-V (2013) does not offer 
any additional aetiological criteria, neither does it detail any further experiential accounts of 
patients with depression. We must, therefore, consider the diagnostic manuals and their account 
of the symptoms as they are expressed to aid a phenomenology of depression while 
acknowledging their skeletal, impersonal form of quantitative data. 
For an enriched overview of the psychopathology, one must turn to accounts of the first-person 
experience. Indeed, any philosophical study of the phenomenology of depression seems to turn 
initially to first-hand experiential accounts that are seemingly abundant in general literature. 
The nature of these accounts of lived experience can differ as much as one experience differs 
from another; though they are strung together through a range of similarities. Considered, first- 
person accounts of severe depression and mental health, in general, are subjects that are not 
always discussed openly and are often attached to a great deal of stigma, perhaps even thought 
of as taboo. It could be suggested that part of the reason for this originates in the experience 
being almost “beyond description” (Styron, 2004, p.3). Certainly, Ratcliffe (2014, p. v) depicts 
depression as involving an “alteration of an aspect of experience that is seldom reflected upon”. 
However, once overcome, testimonies are typically united by a common thread which specifies 
a significant depart from what is (for most of us), the normal ‘everyday’ experience (Ratcliffe, 
2014). This departing from the norm is often described as akin to “inhabiting a different world, 
a suffocating, alien realm that is isolated from the rest of social reality” (Ratcliffe, 2014, p. v). 
Further explanations depict depressed persons being “engulfed by a toxic and unnameable tide 
that obliterated any enjoyable response from the living world” (Styron, 2004, p. 14). Through 
these evocative terms, one can begin to see that the lived experience of depression is both 
overwhelming and profound. 
The phenomenological accounts of depression discuss changes that extend beyond this initial 
isolation, with many reports documenting a qualitative shift in self-experience that disturbs 
temporal experience, interpersonal relations, narrative, identity and a sense of self (Ratcliffe, 
2014). It is not always easy to extract or understand this fundamental shift from first-person 
accounts and as such, they are often discredited as figurative, exaggerated or vague. For 
example, Steinke (2001, p. 64) wrote of his own experience that “I felt like I’d been found 
incompetent and fired from my own life”. This explanation is not clear or definitive, and it 
must be recognised that a person’s experience “cannot be cleanly separated from her ability or 
inability to understand it and communicate it to others” (Ratcliffe, 2015, p. 10). Indeed, many 
people who attempt to describe their experiences are frustrated that even metaphors “fall short” 
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(Ratcliffe, 2015, p. 40). However, one could easily argue that this is informative and does 
succeed in conveying an aspect of the author’s experience, offering an “enhanced appreciation” 
(Ratcliffe, 2015, p. 10) of depression which, for many, will be the closest they will ever come 
to experiencing it. 
Though Strawson (1997) famously claimed he had “no sense of his life as a narrative form”, 
and many current philosophers are exploring the notion that the clear narrativity is not 
necessary for a sense of self. However, the disruption of self-narrative within 
psychopathologies is often considered an indicator of a decline in mental health as clear self- 
narrative imparts both “continuity for the story of our lives” and “reference for others” 
(Neimeyer, 2000, p. 207). Furthermore, the disruption of self-narrative transports experience 
to “a different world” (Quoted by Rowe, 1978, pp. 269), shifting any clear sense of identity. 
This can lead to the feeling that one has “lost life itself” (Quoted by Hornstein, 2009, p. 213) 
and is left “terribly alone” (Shaw, 1997, p. 40); “unable to reach other human beings” (Quoted 
by Hornstein, 2009, p. 213). This estrangement, both social and personal encapsulates the 
disruption to a narrative self that though, central to the phenomenology of depression, is not 
listed as clinical criteria. 
Equally, the everyday experience of a standard temporal dimension is lost for most suffers as 
their “present bad feelings so thoroughly capture them” (Karp, 1996, p.27). There seems to be 
no end to the “dark/black and bleak world” (Ratcliffe, 2015, p.111); they are lost in a world 
without hope or end that seems to have always been how it currently appears; “so clear did it 
seem to me that my real life, the one I had lived before, was now definitely over” (Solomon, 
2002, p. 54). The absence of an end to this state and the feeling “that the sense of hope and 
security normally framing the images of a future is destroyed” (Karp, 1996, p.27) removes 
one’s sense of agency, leaving the feeling of being stuck in a prolonged state of depression - 
unable to bring it to an end. 
Furthermore, many discussions of the phenomenology of depression focus on the criteria 
indicated by the DSM-V (2013) such as the severely diminished ability to concentrate or think. 
Accounts depict a “lack of vitality, inability to concentrate, diminished inclination to act and a 
feeling of being disconnected from things” (Ratcliffe, 2015, p. 89). However, this does not 
always seem to be the criteria noted within first-person account until the depressed episode 
starts to lift, with recovery bringing an awareness of a renewed “semblance of clarity returning, 
along with the ability to think rational thoughts” (Styron, 2004, p. 25). Perhaps this is one of 
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the most damaging and unspoken aspects of depression. It is almost unimaginable to conceive 
of a complete disruption of cognitive function, affecting thought, understanding, concentration 
and communication. Moreover, it does not end here, the disruption is now thought to extend 
beyond this with one of the most striking differences between depressed persons, and persons 
who have not experienced depression is the phenomena of overgeneral memory. 
 
 
The phenomenon of overgeneral memory 
 
 
 
Autobiographical Memory is vital for various parts of human functioning and is of fundamental 
significance to the self, as it allows the in-depth experience of and relation to emotions, 
personhood and the development of narrativity. Furthermore, it encourages a sense of enduring, 
both as an individual and within a culture, ensuring a temporal feature of existence. This, not 
only forms one's sense of self through their interaction with the past and present, but it is proven 
to play a vital role in one's projection of themselves in the future, meaning the ability to “remain 
orientated in the world” (Williams et al., 2007) requires clear access to specific 
autobiographical memory. 
The Conway and Pleydell-Pearce model of Autobiographical Memory (Conway, 1992; 
Conway, 1996; Conway and Pleydell-Pearce, 2000) is the most widely recognised today. It 
provides a hierarchical structure to the autobiographical knowledge base with three levels. The 
highest-level outlines lifetime periods; extended periods of time with distinct beginning and 
end points, an example of which might be 'living in Exeter' or 'time spent at university'. The 
second holds general events, ones that are usually repeated such as 'walking my dog' and 
potentially important, one-off events, i.e. a wedding, holiday or perhaps graduation. The last 
level holds event-specific knowledge and is comprised of distinct factual information and 
specific episodic memories such as a special birthday, what you ate for breakfast this morning 
or your first day at university. Similar threads of memory can also be organised through the 
use of themes which cut through all three levels of lifetime periods, general events and episodic 
memories to outline a distinct part of a life story. Common examples of themes include 
relationships, work and education. Each theme could then contain several distinct lifetime 
periods; for example, the theme of education would contain ‘Exeter University’, ‘Michael Hall 
School’ and ‘Beacon Academy Sixth Form’. The theme would also store general events from 
all three lifetime periods such as walking to the university, driving to school and timetabled 
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lessons. Equally, it would also have corresponding event-specific memories from each, such as 
the first assignment at university or the graduation ceremony of a sixth form. The model reflects 
the philosophical notion of a working self with both the general events and lifetime periods 
(the higher two levels) combing to form our conceptual self, with the event-specific knowledge 
made up of episodic memories. Equally, it is harmonious with our intuitions of the fickle nature 
of memory where it is suggested that the autobiographical memory knowledge base 
"continuously fluctuates as environmental and internal cues activate aspects of stored 
representations” (Williams et al., 2007). 
Most studies that focus on testing autobiographical memory document the use of the 
Autobiographical Memory Test (AMT) which is structured around a cuing methodology, where 
participants are presented with different cue words that vary in terms of emotional relation. 
They are asked to respond to the cue word with a relevant memory, with as little thinking as 
possible. When responding to the cue word, participants are instructed that the memory can be 
from any aspect of their life, but it must refer to something specific. Often there is a temporal 
instruction given, which requires the event to have lasted less than a day and participants are 
usually allowed the opportunity for some practice tests. Studies tend to differ on the amount of 
time allocated for the answer with earlier studies allowing 1 minute per cue, however, the time 
has since been reduced to 30 seconds in an attempt to limit the cognitive (thinking) process and 
rely, for the most part, on memory. To demonstrate; a participant could be designated the cue 
‘happy’ whereby responses such as ‘I am always happy when...’ being discredited as too 
general, with the preferred answer instead indicating a more specific example; ‘I felt happy 
yesterday afternoon when I walked my dog’. It was within the parameters of this test that 
depressed persons were repeatedly unable to meet the criteria for specific memories. 
Overgeneral autobiographical memory is the tendency to unintentionally recall and 
communicate general memories when instructed to retrieve specific event memories in 
response to cue words (Williams et al., 2007). It is found in people diagnosed with major 
depressive disorder, bipolar disorder, postnatal depression, as well as people that are 
experiencing suicidal thoughts or feelings and patients with subclinical levels of depression 
known as dysphoria. The current data also suggests it is found within persons experiencing 
various kinds of trauma, namely post-traumatic stress disorder. (Arntz, Meeren, and Wessel, 
2002; Kremers, Spinhoven, and Van der Does, 2004; Peeters et al., 2002; Wessel et al., 2001; 
Wilhelm et al., 1997). However, there is an evident lack of qualitative variables within this 
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research with no record kept of the length, type or severity of the trauma. Furthermore, there 
was no indication whether the participants suffered from other existing disorders - such as 
depression - which would skew the research.2 Overgeneral memory is not found within other 
pathologies such as generalised anxiety disorder, social phobia or borderline personality 
disorder suggesting that it is intrinsically linked with depressive attributes. Though this narrows 
the affected field in terms of pathologies, it should not diminish the value attributed to either 
the research or its results. It is for this reason that the discussion will focus mainly on depressive 
disorders. 
It has been claimed that the presence of overgeneral memory plays an important role in the 
course and maintenance of depressive symptoms (Brittlebank et al., 1993), emerging as a 
“marker for depression and depressive relapse” (Raes et al., 2006, p. 131. See also, Nolen- 
Hoeksema, 2004; Williams and Broadbent, 1986; Williams, 2004). The cognitive deficit of 
overgeneral memory distorts past events, making the recollection of any memory unclear and 
overgeneral. To complicate this further, these hazy memories are often perceived through a 
negative filter, due to the occurrent depressive episode. This makes the phenomenological 
experience of a disruption of one’s self, identity and narrative entirely credible, as the entirety 
of one’s past is distorted. Additionally, is now widely accepted that there is an intrinsic link 
between the way we retrieve past events and construct future ones (Williams et al., 1996), as 
well as explicit links between clear, specific memory and problem solving (Raes et al., 2005). 
Furthermore, studies also suggest that overgeneral memory delays recovery from episodes of 
affective disorders (Brittlebank et al., 1993; Dalgleish et al., 2001), thus exposing patients to 
“more affective disturbance throughout their lives” (Bergljot, 2018, p. 16). Thus, in light of the 
previous phenomenological accounts of depression, this phenomenon would perhaps begin to 
explain not only the diminished cognitive ability and generality of memory but also the lack of 
hope grounded in the disruption of a ‘normal’ temporal structure. 
It has been suggested that the functional avoidance of specific trigger or traumatic memories 
could be one explanation for the over generality of memory within these patients. The attempt 
to avoid these specific memories could result in a wide-ranging truncation of specific memories 
all together. Furthermore, some research suggests that even when attempting to retrieve neutral 
episodic memories, someone who has experienced either traumatic events or depressive 
episodes may discover that any event-specific knowledge brings about a negative affect. Thus, 
 
 
2 See Williams et al. (2007) for further discussion. 
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from a learning perspective, the act of specifying memories from general event level down to 
specific episodic memories is consistently followed by a negative consequence, forming the 
basis for passive avoidance. Consequently, in the future when given a cue, the person will more 
likely choose to remain at the general event level. The association between the negative affect 
and event-specific knowledge develops into the passive avoidance of traumatic or adverse 
specific knowledge. Therefore, one remains in a state of avoidance of the sensory and 
perceptual fragments of an event that, if activated, run the risk of producing catastrophic 
increases in intense mood disturbance. 
The Conway & Pleydell-Pearce model of memory and particularly of functional avoidance 
would be consistent with current models of depression in PTSD (Brewin, 2001; Brewin et al., 
1996; Ehlers and Clark, 2000; Foa and Kozak, 1986), which posits the notion that intrusive 
memories and flashbacks arise from the automatic activation of specific traumatic material. 
Thus, the functional avoidance theory requires that (at a minimum) persons who have a 
tendency to retrieve memory in a more specific manner would “risk experiencing greater 
affective disturbance” (Williams et al., 2007, p. 135), otherwise, there would be no motivation 
for the truncation of a memory search. 
 
To begin with there was no ‘independent experimental’ evidence that suggested that a 
functional avoidance mechanism might explain the phenomenon of overgeneral memory, 
though there were many survey studies that supported the theory (e.g., Dalgleish et al., 2003; 
de Decker et al., 2003; Kuyken & Brewin, 1995; see Hermans et al., 2004, for a review). 
However, in 2003, Raes et al. confirmed the theory in an independent experiment which 
measures the degree of mood disturbance following the participant’s use of a tangram puzzle. 
The participants themselves were carefully screened beforehand, and the results illustrated that 
the mood disturbance was considerably greater in the participants with a more specific retrieval 
style (those who showed no overgenerality of memory). This furthers the theory of functional 
avoidance, and therefore overgeneral memory, by suggesting a “possible payoff for people with 
a less specific retrieval style” (Williams et al., 2007, p. 135) meaning that the more overgeneral 
the retrieval; the less a negative personal experience emotionally arouses the participant. As 
such, these results are consistent with a functional avoidance perspective on reduced specificity 
of autobiographical memory. Further evidence for this theory is the manipulation of rumination 
of depressed patients (Watkins and Teasdale, 2001; Watkins, Teasdale, and Williams, 2000) 
and the renewed specificity of memory in recovery following a depressive episode (Williams 
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et al., 2007). This confirms that the phenomenon is connected to the retrieval of memory rather 
than an issue with the encoding process. 
 
It is clear therefore that the explanation for the occurrence of overgeneral memory is this notion 
of a truncated memory search, a search that ‘stops short’ of the episodic memories that contain 
event-specific knowledge. Equally, the most popular theory in accounting for the truncation is 
that of functional avoidance, emphasising that the phenomenon is due to a problem with the 
retrieval process rather than the encoding one. This means that if one were to be able to 
overcome this truncated search, the memory would be accessible to the patient in its entirety 
as opposed to being non-existent in the case of a failure to encode properly. 
 
 
An embodied and extended approach to overgeneral memory 
 
 
 
Over the last twenty-five years interdisciplinary research into embodied cognitive science, 
sometimes referred to as the ‘grounded’ or enactive approach to cognition, has risen 
exponentially (Gjelsvik et al., 2018). Embodied cognition views mind and brain as embedded 
in, and continually interacting with the world; a biological system that is “rooted in body 
experience and interaction with other individuals” (Fuchs, 2009, p. 219). This relation is not 
merely contingent, but rather the mind is constituted by features of our body - comprised of the 
way we think, feel and experience. Embodied cognition differs from traditional 
representationalism which instead maintains a fixed internal-external distinction and from 
traditional cognitive models which describe the mind as following predefined formal rules 
(Fodor, 1975, 1983). This means that concepts of embodiment are able to bypass a lot of the 
issues found with the previous theories of mind, commonly referred to as the mind-body 
problem (Crane, 1999). Embodiment states that one’s primary ontological experience of 
interaction with the world comes from a body with “particular perceptual and motor capacities” 
that are inextricably linked, forming together “the matrix within which memory, emotion, 
language and all other aspects of life are meshed” (Thelen, 2000, p. 4 or Clark, 2008, p. xxvi). 
Embodied cognition theories include all cognitive processes from sensation, perception, and 
thought to memory and language. 
Furthermore, once theories of embodiment are proposed and accepted, one can assess more 
advanced theories of mind (and therefore memory) as extended from the body into the world. 
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It is claimed that it is this study of embodied cognitive science that “pushes phenomenological 
accounts in new directions” (Wilson and Foglia, 2017, Phenomenology, para. 2) hence its use 
here, as the purpose of this section is to examine theories of memory. Specifically, I aim to 
uncover how embodied theories of memory could further our understanding and therefore the 
treatment of overgeneral memory, thus it is pertinent here to focus mainly on theories of 
embodied memory. 
‘Embodied memory’ refers to the section of embodied cognition which states that the body is 
extended storage for memory and can often cue personal memory experiences, both 
deliberately and unintentionally. Similar to the value of embodied cognition, an embodied 
approach to memory transcends the problematic dualism between both mind and body and 
implicit and explicit, expanding our concept of memory beyond the “narrowly defined 
cognitive system” (Brown and Reavy, 2018, p. 201). It should be mentioned that though writers 
of embodiment and embodied memory, in particular, are often criticised for using terminology 
in different ways, this is “not necessarily a sign of endemic confusion” (Sutton and Williamson, 
2014, p.315). Instead, the sheer variety of interdisciplinary research and related phenomena 
mean that embodied memory is explored within many distinct contexts such as; dance, trauma, 
Alzheimer's, dementia, psychopathologies and emotion to mention just a few. It is this variety 
of context which forms the wealth of research on the topic which needs to be joined when 
exploring new areas such as overgeneral memory. 
Theories of embodied memory typically begin with the embodiment of unconscious, 
procedural memory, often referred to as ‘habit memory’ which involves trial and error learning; 
“through repetition and exercise, a habit has developed” (Fuchs, 2003, p.1). Common examples 
of this include the action of brushing one’s teeth, whereas more complex habitual memory is 
exemplified through actions such as playing the piano. Evidence and further research for 
embodied habitual memory are often linked to cases of amnesia or dementia where it is 
observed that patients are able to learn new motor skills or form new habits despite not being 
able to retain new information or recall older memories. Examples of this are particularly 
observable in amnesic patients who have lost all explicit recall, yet their implicit procedural 
memory is intact (Fuchs and Tewes, 2018). Habitual memory itself can lead to discussions of 
embodied memory harbouring a sense of self with habits that “reside in the way that the body 
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interacts with the world with coherence, purpose and meaning” (Hydén, 2018, p. 229), being a 
sufficient core of identity.3 
However, further categories of embodied ‘body’ memory have since been explored with Fuchs 
(2003) distinguishing five (to six) differing forms, the main ones being; procedural, situational, 
intercorporeal, incorporative and traumatic. This theoretical model attributes the primary 
function for self-identity and experience to the body, accessible through the different functions. 
An example of this is a developed an account (Fuchs, 2012) of embodied situational memories 
which incorporated aspects such as spatial familiarity, into the recall process. Equally, the use 
of situational memories further seen through the account of remembering proposed by Brown 
and Reavy (2018, p. 201) which states that “remembering occurs in a specific place, which 
constitutes a locus of embodied relations and feelings”. Indeed, it has been suggested that the 
embodied nature of memory is particularly evidenced through episodic memories which consist 
of past events with a personal connection as well as being linked to a particular time and place. 
This is due to the belief that embodied memories are the “ground of our experience; […] we 
would experience our lives as scattered and incoherent without them” (Caldwell & Koch, 2018, 
p. 243), thus, valuing all experience of embodied memory as equal to any experience of 
embodied cognition. Furthermore, it is argued that an “exploration of body memory sheds light 
on autobiographical memory formation and aspects of personal identity” (Fuchs, 2018, p.10) 
as it allows a concentrated focus on the body itself as a vehicle for remembering. Therefore, 
embodiment proposes new ways of accessing memories that are seemingly lost within the 
mind; providing an alternative to the truncated, top-down searches, which are believed to be 
the cause of overgeneral memory. 
It has been argued that discussions of memory posed an initial problem for embodied 
approaches to cognition, as memory and the associated narrative practices seem to take us out 
of our present-moment context (both social and physical). This ability to make psychological 
contact with past events and experience was suggested as evidence of “offline” processes that 
rely solely on mental representation. Some theorists argue that these occurrences are merely an 
exception to the rule, however, it would seem that rather than these memories originating from 
a mental ‘wander down memory lane’, these intense experiences of being transported to a 
specific memory is the epitome of indirect, embodied recall. It could be suggested that the 
reason for this is that the essence of episodic retrieval is “autonoetic consciousness”; the ability 
 
 
3 See Hydén (2018) for further discussion. 
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to mentally place ourselves in the past, invoking all the attendant features - the “visual, 
kinaesthetic and spatial impressions” (Wilson, 2002, p. 633) of the past event - in the present 
moment. 
“What is recollected in autobiographical memories invokes past places and 
situated experiences, whose features become expressed as part of the felt present 
moment. Memory is rendered live through this folding together of past and 
present material relations and spaces, with the body acting as the fulcrum around 
which this is accomplished” (Brown and Reavy, 2018, p. 201). 
One can see the effects of embodied memory and its intrinsic link to autobiographical memory 
through the example of gestures which often accompany speech. These movements do not 
merely complement the verbal communication but instead act to facilitate the retention of 
spatial representations in memory, meaning that recollection of enacted action-phrases is 
significantly easier than verbal encoding (Wesp et al., 2001). Equally, this enhanced encoding 
is matched in the recipient where action-phrases that are enacted and not merely heard are better 
understood – “action-phrases that are merely heard do not produce the same effective encoding 
of real enacted action-sentences” (Wilson and Foglia, 2017, Memory, para. 2). Other effects of 
embodied memory can be seen in accounts of posture where research shows that the body 
contains the cue to recall autobiographical events. The retrieval process is facilitated by the 
assumption of previous body posture at the time and experience (Dijkstra, 2007). 
Further research of this shows that hearing music or moving one's body in a particular way can 
“viscerally bring back” (Sutton and Williamson, 2014, p.315) specific conversations or 
feelings. An example of this is given within an account of severe depression entitled Darkness 
Visible: A Memoir of Madness (Styron, 1989 cited in Sacks, 2007, p. 300) which describes the 
effect of a sudden ‘soaring passage’ from the Brahms Alto Rhapsody. 
“This sound, which like all music—indeed, like all pleasure—I had been 
numbly unresponsive to for months, pierced my heart like a dagger, and in a 
flood of swift recollection I thought of all the joys the house had known: the 
children who had rushed through its rooms, the festivals, the love and work”. 
The strength of the embodied memory here, activated through sound, is almost palpable. In 
fact, many initiatives in residential and nursing homes capitalise on this through the use of 
music, memory museums, story tables, multisensory rooms and reminiscence therapies (Van 
Campen, 2014, p. 90) In some cases people rely on body memory more explicitly, consciously 
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storing or cueing explicit recall in action, with some psychically offloading memories onto their 
body in the forms of notes or tattoos. Though these methods are distinct, and often operating at 
different levels (both of consciousness and intent), they are still about to “cooperate in the many 
contexts of our practices of remembering” (Sutton and Williamson, 2014, p.315). There is a 
wealth of current research, to further this, surrounding the activation of embodied memory 
through virtual reality technology. The technology allows its users to “create, explore and 
interact” (Repetto et al., 2016, p.1) with environments that are perceived as real-world 
experience. It has been shown that the time needed to recall and retrieve information is 
dependent on and constrained by the imaged spatial layout of the body and its environment 
(Bryant and Wright, 1999; see also Waller et al., 2008; Waller et al., 2002). It is precisely this 
activation which stimulates a direct retrieval of episodic memory, bypassing the truncated 
search of top-down approaches to memory. 
Once an embodied approach is applied to activate memory directly, it can be dealt with, 
especially when the memory is difficult, painful or traumatic. This can be seen through the 
therapeutic ‘Moving Cycle’ approach developed in the 1980s by Christine Caldwell. The 
approach documents the experiential retrieval of memories through movement and the process 
of recontextualising to aid the personal incorporation of negative or traumatic memories into 
one’s daily experience. The paper explains this process through a scenario of a person recalling 
a previous conflict, during which they are asked to describe their current state while relating 
the memory. Throughout this recollection and documentation of present moment reaction, there 
is a second, ‘body narrative’ observed by the second party, usually a therapist, such as a shift 
of weight or the raising of a hand. It is suggested that the ‘body narrative’ enacts the “felt 
experience of the conflict” which when paired with the recollected memory, consciously 
“deepens the phenomenological experience” (Caldwell and Koch, 2018, p. 246), grounding and 
recategorising the memory in a ‘safe’ space. 
The ‘Moving Cycle’ approach focuses on explicit recall of autobiographical memory dealing 
specifically with negative or traumatic recollections. However, the conscious (re)organisation 
of autobiographical memory is known more generally to integrate difficult or negative past 
experiences into everyday life. It would seem therefore that such approaches could be applied 
to memories that are typically inaccessible within depressive episodes. If one could overcome 
the ‘truncated’ search in depressed patients which results in an overgeneral account of 
autobiographical memory through a direct recall of memory, then phenomenological 
therapeutic methods could work with body memory to distinguish between current body 
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experience and past body memory or tendencies or actions. Thus, resulting in the integration 
of specific autobiographical memories into a “present-centred body” (Caldwell and Koch, 
2018, p. 253) and therefore daily life. 
The suggestion at the beginning of this chapter was that if one were able to activate embodied 
memory, they would effectively bypass the truncated retrieval search which causes the 
phenomena of overgeneral memory as they would force a bottom-up retrieval. It is clear that 
within the current work surrounding embodied remembering there is a wealth of research 
refining the methods of doing this. Certainly, original thought documented the access to various 
types of memory stored within the body and space such as procedural (habit) memory; 
however, through virtual-reality, dance, music and therapy, one is able to access specific 
episodic memories as well. 
Once embodied approaches to memory are accepted as possible and viable solutions to 
symptoms of psychopathologies such as depression, one can explore more advanced theories 
of extended memories in an extended mind. The reason for this is that “all proponents” of the 
extended mind hypothesis “start from embodied approaches to cognition” (Fuchs, 2018, p.12). 
This ‘Extended Mind Thesis’ was put forward in 1998 by Clark and Chalmers, who since then 
have written many accounts defending the theory. The thesis could ensure that memories which 
are temporarily out of reach to persons suffering episodes of depression can be directly 
activated through means external to the body such as photographs. Acceptance of this thesis 
would mean that ultimately in the “cyberpunk future” (Clark and Chalmers, 1998, p.7) entire 
lifetimes of memory could be stored in complete form externally to the body. 
The extended mind thesis is typically explained through the example of Otto and Inga, two 
young people who separately decide to visit the new exhibit at the Museum of Modern Art 
(MoMA) in New York. Inga thinks for a moment before recalling the directions to the gallery 
on 53rd Street and begins to walk there. Clark and Chalmers (1998) suggest that it seems clear 
that Inga believed the museum to be on 53rd Street before she consulted her memory; the 
information was waiting to be accessed. Otto, who has Alzheimer's disease relies on 
information in the environment to ‘hold’ information and to this end carries around with him a 
notebook in which all new information is recorded. Whenever Otto requires access to old 
information, he looks it up. Thus, on deciding to visit the MoMA, Otto looks up the address in 
his notebook which states that the museum is on 53rd Street and proceeds to walk there. Equally, 
Clark and Chalmers state that Otto walked to 53rd Street because he believed that to be the 
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situation of the museum, they further suggest that it seems “reasonable to say” (Clark and 
Chalmers, 1998, p. 13) that Otto believed the museum was on 53rd Street even before he was 
able to consult his notebook. Therefore, they claim that the two scenarios are “entirely 
analogous”, with Inga’s memory playing the same role as the notebook for Otto; the only 
difference being that the location for Otto’s information is external to the body. This is because 
the “coarse-grained functional poise” (Clark, 2010, p. 88) of the stored information is similar 
enough to warrant the same cognitive treatment. Otto’s external encoded memory, like Inga’s 
bio-memories, is so “deeply integrated into his cognitive strategies of reasoning and memory” 
that they ought to be considered part of his extended mind. 
One might suggest that the alternative is to explain Otto's action of desiring to visit the museum 
coupled with the belief that the location of the museum is written in his notebook, he accesses 
this fact and begins on his journey. However, Clark and Chalmers believe this is an unnecessary 
step in the explanation. It would certainly seem that if one were to include that in the 
explanation for Otto, one would have to match that within the explanation for Inga. Hence the 
following account, where one can see the parallel redundancy of this explanatory step. ‘Inga 
desires to go to the museum and believes that the location of the museum is encoded within her 
memory, she accesses this fact and starts to walk’. This leads to the claim made by the ‘parity 
principle’ which states that if as one confronts a task, the function is performed in the world 
the way it would be in the ‘mind’, then there would be no hesitation in recognising it as part of 
the cognitive process. Therefore, it should be considered “part of the cognitive process” (Clark 
and Chalmers, 1998, p.8). This leads to the conclusion that sometimes our cognitive processes 
(thinking, knowing, and remembering) are partially constituted by features of the environment. 
The purpose of the extended mind hypothesis is to highlight the function of memory and recall 
processes. It analyses only the function of the process, not the material that constitutes it. Thus, 
current discussions and research of the extended mind draw attention to the role of technology 
in augmenting memory, with phones increasingly holding data previously stored within our 
mind. However, this offloading is not a distinctively new process (though perhaps the extent 
has reached new bounds) as examples of previous offloading date back many years. One 
particular example documented within the work of Tribble (2005) which discusses the use of 
extended cognition in Elizabeth and Jacobean theatrical practices, where actors would 
distribute ‘cues’ around the Globe theatre. Tribble (2005, p. 144) argues that the more cognitive 
processes that can be “off-loaded onto the environment, the more mental energy remains”. 
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Equally, the extension of memory is enacted every time we record a phone number on a note 
paper, write a list or even use a computer to aid our writing process. 
It is clear that in some cases the distinction between embodied cognition or memory and 
extended cognition or memory is blurred, one can think of the example of mathematics where 
the sum could be performed on hands or a piece of paper. Undoubtedly, boundaries within the 
literature often differ, allocating similar examples to both embodied and extended approaches. 
However, the two are intrinsically linked by the placing of the cognitive processes outside of 
the body and analysing them merely in terms of function. It is this focus, formally referred to 
as the parity principle which enables all cognitive process, including memory, to be located 
outside of the mind. In turn, this extension of mind enables the direct activation and retrieval 
of specific memory through embodied or extended processes that are not restricted by truncated 
searches of memory. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
 
 
The importance of access to unfiltered, specific autobiographical memory is undeniable as it is 
vital for many aspects of human functioning. It informs one’s sense of self with the 
autobiographical knowledge base contributing to a narrative self, encouraging a sense of 
enduring on both societal and personal levels. Equally, it allows the in-depth experience of and 
relation to emotions and clear interaction between the past and present which maintains the 
normal functioning of cognitive processes and the continuing ability to problem solve. Finally, 
it has also been proven to be of fundamental significance for the projection of oneself in the 
future. As is often the case, the importance of this specific access was only fully understood 
when the absence of specific memory, a phenomenon found mainly within persons with 
depression, was discovered. 
This absence, known as overgeneral memory has been researched extensively within 
psychology to form the comprehensive account of the phenomenon we have today. Its presence 
in depressed persons is confirmed, with further accounts suggesting its presence within other 
psychopathologies still being researched. Though there are many suggestions of causal 
explanations, the most widely accepted today is that of a truncated search of memory which 
cuts off after general events in the Conway and Pleydell-Pearce model of memory. The 
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truncated search, which stops before it reaches the level containing episodic memories, is 
thought to occur in order to avoid traumatic or negative memories. Further details of this 
truncation, known as functional avoidance, correlate with aspects of both the phenomenon of 
overgeneral memory and psychopathology, which places the motivation for functional 
avoidance in a desire to circumvent the risk of catastrophic increases in mood disturbance. This 
confirms the phenomenon as a problem with the retrieval rather than encoding process, thus, 
enabling the potential to overcome the truncated search, with corresponding evidence found 
within the return of memory specificity in recovery from depressive episodes. 
In light of all of this, it is astounding that the phenomenon of overgeneral memory is not yet 
included within the phenomenology of depression, especially as its presence as a symptom 
explains various aspects of the documented first-person experience. This was seen not only 
within the disruption of self-narrative but also the qualitative shift in temporal existence, where 
phenomenological accounts illustrate a world without hope or end. Within this shift, there are 
accounts that described a distinct feeling that all agency is removed leaving the persons cast 
adrift in this alien world with no hope of it ending. It would seem that these experiences are 
almost anticipated within overgeneral memory as without specific recall of past events there is 
no ability to observe the narrative of one’s life. In turn, this observation enables interaction 
with the past and a subsequent understanding of the nature of its fluidity, perhaps rekindling 
hope that depressive episodes cannot be without end. Equally, accounts depicted an inability to 
concentrate, think clearly or possess any rationale. Thus, experiences such as these seem to 
exist within the presence of, and therefore are explained by, the phenomenon of overgeneral 
memory. 
Embodied and extended approaches to cognition, specifically memory, were employed to 
further the uncovering of overgeneral memory. The root of the phenomenon in the retrieval of 
memory, rather than the encoding process, led to the possibility of bypassing or overcoming 
the truncated retrieval. Though most of the research within embodied memory focused on 
procedural memory, there are increasing numbers of philosophers uncovering the nature of 
episodic memories through developed accounts such as spatial and body memory. The link 
between embodied and autobiographical memory is evident through gesture and 
understanding; however, this relationship extends beyond this with examples of music, dance 
and virtual reality technology all stimulating direct retrieval of episodic memory. Furthermore, 
once the truncated search is bypassed through a direct retrieval, therapeutic approaches such as 
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the Moving Cycle are able to work with memory through the observation of embodied 
movement to deconstruct and recategorise the negative memories. 
Once theories of embodied memory are accepted and their potential to bypass overgeneral 
memory realised, one can begin to explore more advanced theories of extended memories in 
an extended mind. This essay detailed the Extended Mind Thesis in particular, which posits the 
focus on the function of mind rather than the material that constitutes it, claiming that the mind 
extends beyond the brain and the body into the world. Discussions of this thesis draw attention 
to the role of technology in storing memory but maintain that these offloading processes are 
not intrinsically new. 
The theories of embodied and extended cognition posit the notion that the storage of memory 
is not contained only within the brain. This expansive view of memory suggests new avenues 
of thought, with the direct activation of specific memory, enabled through embodied and 
extended storage that is not restricted by a truncated search. It is possible to see the inclusion 
of techniques designed to aid this, capitalising on the inclusion of diaries, phones and 
computers to schedule, store and remind us of appointments, events and even fluctuating 
emotions. Furthermore, theories of extended mind outline the potential to offload memory in 
the cyberpunk future onto various modules which plug into our brain. This would allow the 
instantaneous activation of specific episodic memories completely eradicating the possibility 
of a truncated memory search, and therefore overgeneral memory, changing the landscape of 
the phenomenology of depression. 
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